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We present the results of a field theory simulation of networks of strings in the Abelian-Higgs mo
From a random initial configuration the resulting vortex tangle approaches a self-similar regim
which the length density of lines of zeros off reduces ast22. The network loses energy directly into
scalar and gauge radiations supporting a recent claim that particle production, not gravitational radi
is the dominant energy loss mechanism for cosmic strings. This means that cosmic strings in
unified theories are severely constrained by high energy cosmic ray fluxes: Either they are ruled o
an implausibly small fraction of their energy ends up in quarks and leptons. [S0031-9007(98)0549

PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 11.27.+d
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In recent years, a sustained effort has gone into und
standing the formation and evolution of networks of co
mic string, principally to provide a mechanism for seedin
gravitational collapse [1,2].

The picture that emerges from lattice simulations
string formation is a network consisting of a small numb
of horizons crossing self-avoiding random walks, togeth
with a scale invariant distribution of loops [3]. The
subsequent evolution is driven by a tension in the strin
causing them to straighten out. When two lengths
string pass through each other, they mayintercommute,
that is exchange partners. This allows the production
loops which can decay through gravitational radiation
particle production, depending on their size.

A number of numerical studies of network evolutio
have been carried out using the Nambu-Goto approxim
tion of the string as a one-dimensional object with a te
sion m. In particular we will refer later to work by Allen
and Shellard (AS) and Bennett and Bouchet (BB), bo
reported in [4]. A consensus emerged from these stud
that the network will relax into ascaling regime, where
the large-scale features of the network (the inter-stri
distancejp and the step length̄jp) grow with the hori-
zon in proportion tot. On scales less than̄jp , there was
evidence for a fractal substructure covering a range fro
the resolution scale tōjp , which seems to be the resul
of kinks left behind by the production of loops. The loo
production function itself didnot scale: The distribution
of loop sizes reported by BB is peaked around a cuto
introduced by hand into the simulation to ensure that ev
the smallest loops are approximated by a reasonable nu
ber of points.

It has been thought that the buildup of small-sca
structure will be stopped only by backreaction from th
string’s own gravitational field when the intermediat
fractal extends to scales of orderGmjp , where G is
Newton’s constant. Then the small-scale structure a
loop production will scale with the horizon. Although
much smaller thanjp , loops produced at this scale are sti
vastly bigger than the string core, and will decay throug
gravitational radiation.
0031-9007y98y80(11)y2277(4)$15.00
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This picture has some support from a detailed analytic
study by Austin, Copeland, and Kibble [5] (ACK) which
deals in part with length scalesjp , j̄p , and a scalez ,
which can be interpreted as an angle-weighted avera
distance between kinks on the string. However, the AC
analysis relies on a number of unknown parameter
and for some parameter ranges small-scale structure
absent.

In [6], Vincent, Hindmarsh, and Sakellariadou (VHS
suggested a different picture based on results fro
Minkowski space Nambu-Goto simulations using th
Smith-Vilenkin algorithm [7]. This algorithm is exact for
string points defined on a lattice, allowing easy detectio
of intercommutation events. When loop productio
is unrestricted (up to the lattice spacing) they foun
that small-scale structure disappeared, although lo
production continued to occur at the lattice spacing
They could only recover the small-scale structure se
in [4] by artificially restricting loop production with a
minimum loop size greater than the lattice spacing. Th
suggestion is that the small-scale structure seen in oth
simulations is an artifact of a minimum loop size and tha
loop production will occur at the smallest physical scale
the string width.

This has interesting consequences for energy loss fro
string networks. Loops formed at this size will decay int
particles rather than gravitational radiation and could giv
a detectable flux [8]. If particle production provides the
dominant energy loss channel, then grand unified theor
(GUTs) theories with strings are heavily constrained.

In this Letter, we present the results of a series of fie
theory simulations of networks of Abelian-Higgs vortices
They support the results of Vincentet al. If loops form,
they form at the string width scale and promptly collapse
However, most of the string energy goes directly int
oscillations of the field radiation. We measure little smal
scale structure in the network. Furthermore, we find th
the network scales with a scaling density consistent wi
the Smith-Vilenkin simulations, implying that the latter
simulations do not unduly exaggerate energy loss as
lattice effect, a possibility suggested in [9].
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2277
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The simplest gauge strings are contained in t
Abelian-Higgs model, which has a Lagrangian

L  sDmfdysDmfd 2
1
4

FmnFmn 2
l

4
sjfj2 2 s2d2,

(1)

where f is a complex scalar field, gauged by a U(1
vector potential with a covariant derivativeDm  ≠m 2

ieAm. Fmn is the field strength tensor≠mAn 2 ≠nAm.
To model the system described by Eq. (1) we use tec
niques from Hamiltonian lattice gauge theory [10] (an
references therein).

An attractive feature of this formalism is that the
Hamiltonian respects the discrete version of the U(
gauge transformations and, consequently, if Gauss’s l
is true initially, then it is true for all later times. Signifi-
cant violations of Gauss’s law are obtained if, instead, o
uses a numerical scheme based on finite differencing
Euler-Lagrange equations forf andAi .

The equations of motion derived from the Hamiltonia
are evolved by discretizing time withDt  ra (r ø 1)
and using the “leapfrog” method of updating field value
on even time steps and the conjugate momentum
odd time steps. In keeping with the systems we a
trying to model, we create initial conditions by allowing
an energetic configuration of fields to dissipate ener
until f is close to the vacuum everywhere except ne
the string cores. We are not attempting to model t
formation process, rather we wish to create a reasona
random network of flux vortices for subsequent evolutio

The simulation proceeds as follows: We generate
Gaussian randomk-space configuration of each compo
nent of f with a k-dependent Gaussian probability dis
tribution with variancesk 

p
mbysk2 1 m2d. Samples

drawn from this distribution are then Fourier transforme
to x space to generate a starting configuration, which w
be uncorrelated on scales greater thanm21. By vary-
ing the two parametersm and b it is possible to control
both the average amplitude and the correlation length
the initial configuration (this is in turn related to the ini
tial defect density after the dissipation period). This the
forms the initial conditions to be dissipated along wit
Ùf  ui  Ei  0. Our dissipation scheme is to add th
gauge invariant termshpx and hEi

x to the equations of
motion for f and ui . This ensures that Gauss’s law
is preserved by the dissipation, but changes the char
current continuity equation so thatÙr 1 = ? j  2hr.
We have found that the most efficient dissipation is whe
the charge grows from0 to e during the dissipation
process. This allows the early formation of essentia
global vortices, into which the magnetic flux relaxes ase
is increased.

Once the network has formed withkjfjl ø 1, we
evolve the network with the dissipation turned off for ha
the box light-crossing time. During the evolution energ
is conserved to withinø0.3%.
2278
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A reasonable resolution of the string core is obvious
an important requirement of the simulation. Traditionall
the core is defined by the inverse masses of the fie
so for e  1, l  2 string, dc  1. However, the
fields depart appreciably from the vacuum over a larg
distance, about 4 units.

We have performed a series of simulations on lattice
of 2243, 3043, and3363 points, lattice spacings of between
0.25 and0.75, and withr  0.15. We vary the parameter
m in the variance of the field distribution to control initial
defect density. In this Letter we keeply2e2  1.

Because of the size of the simulations we are unable
achieve the same level of statistical significance obtain
using Nambu-Goto codes, although there are some reve
ing qualitative results.

The gauge-invariant zero of thef field provides a
simple way of analyzing the network of vortices. A
string passes through a lattice cell face if the windin
around the four corners is nonzero. By starting in an
lattice cell with a string in it, the string can be followed
around the lattice until it returns to the starting point. Th
distribution of box-crossing string and loops can then b
analyzed in much the same way as for Nambu-Goto strin
[4,6]. In particular, we are interested in the behavio
of the length scalejp , roughly the interstring distance,
defined asjp  VyL2

jp
, whereLjp is the totalphysical

length of string above lengthjp (not the more usual
invariant length). In practice, we calculate the lengt
of string by smoothing over the string core widthdc.
Scaling occurs ifjp grows with t, although the actual
value ofxp in the scaling densityrjp

 myj2
p  myx2

pt2,
depends on the efficiency of the energy loss mechanis
Figure 1 shows the functionjp for a sample set of
runs with different simulation parameters. Although with
small dynamic ranges, one can never be sure thatjp is
approaching scaling or just on a slow transient, the scali
values for x all appear to be in the range0.27 0.34,
which is in agreement with Smith-Vilenkin simulations
with maximum loop production wherexp  0.27 6 0.05.
This value is obtained by converting the invariant lengt
Lj used to definej in [6] to physical lengthLjp , if X0ssd
is the string tangent vector, then the physical length is ju
Ljp


R

dsjX0j. In the latter half of the simulation runs,
these plots are extremely linear: The exponent oft in
j ~ tp is p  1.002 6 0.03.

In [6], VHS argued that the string network is dominate
by processes on the smallest physical scale, either rad
tion or the production of loops at the string width. In al
our runs performed so far, we find that this is true. Whe
analyzing the distribution of string formed by zeros off,
we consider three classes: long string (L . jp), interme-
diate loops (pdc , L , jp), and core loops (L , pdc).
Figure 2 shows a typical run with a proportionate break
down into types of loop over time.

Over the first part of the simulation we see an overa
decrease in the percentage of string in loops of bo
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FIG. 1. Plots of jp for a series of3363 simulations with
different lattice spacings. From top to bottoma  0.75,
0.65, 0.75, 0.4, 0.5, 0.45, and 0.25. In the initial Gaussia
distribution the parameterm is varied to give the different
initial correlation lengths. j is given in units of the inverse
scalar massm21

s .

types. Over the latter part of the simulation we see thr
sharp increases in% of intermediate loops att  37,
t  61, andt  81. In all three cases, this is caused b
a single large loop (withL . jp) decaying to below the
jp threshold. Although these events constitute a loss
the long string network, the decay channel is radiation a
not an intercommutation event producing an intermedia
loop. Note that aside from these loops, in the latte
half of the simulation,all the string length is in long
string (together with a small population of core loops)
and the network continues to scale,despite some minor
fluctuations injp corresponding to the shrinking large
loops (see curve marked “3” in Fig. 1). We infer that all
energy loss occurs ultimately through radiation and that
is very efficient at scaling the network.

FIG. 2. Proportion of string length intermediate loops (gray
and core loops (black). The long string (white) contributio
makes up100%. The lattice spacing isa  0.35.
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To back up our claim that radiative processes are ke
to network evolution, we examined sinusoidal standin
waves with wavelengthl and initial amplitudeA where
A  ly2. The necessary scaling behavior for the energ
density in a network can be seen in the radiation from
this system (incidentally one without intercommutation)
Consider that a string network can be thought of as
lengthj in a volumej3, giving a densityr  myj2 and
Ùr  22m Ùjyj3. For a scaling network,Ùrj3  constant.
We studied a series of standing waves with increasin
wavelengthl and measured the energy densityrstd in a
subvolumeVl , l3 around the string. We found thatr

decays fairly linearly as the radiation from the string begin
to leaveVl, and then tails off asA decreases significantly.
We measureÙr during the linear region whenA ø ly2.
We find that Ùrl3 is constant to within 10% over a range
of standing waves withl from 20 to 180, 2 orders of
magnitude bigger than the string width. We also not
that the pattern of oscillations around the standing wav
remains substantially unchanged by an increase in t
lattice spacing: We believe that any differences can b
accounted for by the resulting decrease in resolution. T
fact that the scaling density in the network simulation doe
not depend on the lattice spacing is also evidence that t
radiative process is not a lattice artifact.

It is claimed in [6] that if loop production is unre-
stricted, small-scale structure will disappear. Small-sca
structure has been studied in two ways. First, there
a length scalez mentioned in the introduction. Second,
the relation between end-to-end distanceR and distance
along the stringD, sDyRd ~ sDyjpdn, defines a scale-
dependent fractal dimensionn. If strings are smooth on
small scales and Brownian on large scales,n should in-
terpolate from,0 to ,0.5. BB and AS observed that
over a significant fraction of the range from the resolutio
scale toj, n is constant. VHS showed from the behavio
of z that the region of constantn did reflect the exis-
tence of small-scale structure: When loop production
unrestricted the region of constantn is absent andz , j;
when loop production is restricted a region of constantn
emerges andz ø j.

Figure 3 shows that for the flux vorticesn varies
smoothly from,0.01 to ,0.5. The absence of the tran-
sient is in good qualitative agreement with the Nambu
Goto simulations withz , j, and we can argue from this
that gravitational radiation (gr) is irrelevant to our claimed
particle production (pp). Energy loss processes can be d
scribed by an efficiency parameterc in the rate equation
Ùr  2cryj. For a scaling network withz  ej, cgr 
GGmye, whereG , 101 102. If there is no small-scale
structure,e , 1 and, for GUT strings,cgr  1024 1025.
This is to be compared with the overall energy los
through radiation in our simulations which givescpp 
0.6. It is only when there is considerable small-scal
structure (e , 1024) that gravitational radiation becomes
significant.
2279
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FIG. 3. The fractal dimension of the long string at two time
late in the evolution forB  3363 and a  0.75 (solid line),
a  0.25 (dashed line). The curves do not coincide, whic
may be due to a difference in dynamic range in the tw
simulations.

We believe that our results support the claim of VH
that the dominant energy loss mechanism of a cosm
string network is particle production. Our field theor
simulations show that the string network approaches se
similarity, asjp ~ t, with a constant of proportionality
xp consistent with Nambu-Goto codes which simula
string objects directly. We provide evidence that the lon
string network loses energy directly into oscillations o
the field, which is the classical counterpart of partic
production, or into loops of order the string width whic
quickly decay into particles. Previous calculations o
particle production underestimated its importance by usi
perturbative calculations with light particles [11]. We se
nonperturbative radiation at the string energy scale.

This represents a radical divergence from the tradition
cosmic string scenario, which held that the loops are p
duced at scales much greater than the string width a
subsequently, decay by gravitational radiation. It implie
that strong constraints come from the flux of ultrahig
energy (UHE) cosmic rays. Bhattacharjee and Rana
estimated that no more than about1023 of the energy
of a GUT-scale string network can be injected as gra
unified X particles (assumed to decay into quarks an
leptons). More recent calculations [12] limit the curren
energy injection rateQ0 of particles of massmX to approxi-
matelyQ0 & 2 3 10234smXy1015 GeVd0.44 erg s21 cm23

(this formula is based on an eyeball fit to their most co
servative bound in Fig. 2 [12]). Siglet al. [13] obtain
somewhat lower values forQ0; we have been cautious and
adopted the higher value as our bound.

The energy injection rate from a scaling network
of the ordermyt3 , 10232 erg s21 cm23 smy1032 GeV2d.
Taking m . 10m2

X , we derivem & 10229f21.3
X GeV2 or
2280
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[8]

nd
d
t

n-

is

Gm & 1029f21.3
X , wherefX is the fraction of the energy

appearing as quarks and leptons. Thus we conclude t
GUT scale strings withGm , 1026 are ruled out: We
regard a fractionfX , 5 3 1023 as implausible.
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